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About AKSC 

All Kerala Student Congress is an annual flagship event of IEEE LINK , the              

student activities community of IEEE Kerala Section. The Congress sees an annual            

participation of 200+ students from across the length and breadth of the state. It is a                

techno managerial event which provides opportunity for student delegates to          

network among their peers and get exposed to the various opportunities within IEEE.  

The event provides opportunity for undergraduate students to improve their          

professional and technical skills with sessions from renowned speakers. The          

Congress has seen the rise of many active IEEE volunteers and is an integral part of                

the student experience within the section. It also provides them with workshops,            

trainings and competitions to get them ready for professional careers ahead of them. 

 



 

This year’s AKSC lays special emphasis on boosting student careers through           

IEEE. A special dose of motivation from successful entrepreneurs within the nation,            

combined with a mix of sessions from within IEEE, would serve the purpose of              

boosting student activities within the Section to even greater heights. Opportunities           

available through various IEEE Societies and affinity groups will be under discussion.            

The end goal is to create active and enlightened IEEE members who are equipped              

with the skillsets required for their careers and would in turn contribute back to the               

IEEE community. 

 

 

  

 



 

Event Focus 
● Entrepreneurship 

○ Meetup with the great business minds within the nation. 

○ Motivational sessions to turn job searchers to job creators. 

● Techno-Managerial Sessions 

○ A mix of engineers, technologists, doctors and policy makers will handle 

sessions dealing with the bleeding edge of technology 

○ Sessions to bridge the student-professional gap 

● IEEE : Utilising the world's largest professional organisation. 

○ Dedicated tracks for IEEE Societies and Affinity Groups 

○ Introduction to IEEE products and platforms. 

○ Volunteer networking and competitions 

● Technology for humanity 

○ Importance of technology in uplifting the community. 

○ Meetup with technologists and activists who have affected the life of 

their local communities. 

● Student Activities 

○ Uplifting new/ weak student branches and providing mentorship. 

○ Sharing of best practises and resources available. 

○ Experience sharing from past volunteers. 

○ Discussing current issues 

 

 
 

  

 



 

 

Sessions in a nutshell 

DAY 1 

1 Keynote Address : Industry Readiness  Dr. Suresh Nair 

2 Evolution over the years : The 21st AKSC Mr. Gopakumar S 

3 Student Activities in Kerala Mr. Sabarinath Pillai 

4 My Story Mr. Prasant Naidu 

5 Intellectual Property Rights Mr. Raj Krishna Raj 

DAY 2 

6 IEEE Day 2016 Mr. Bibin P Thomas 

7 Email and Telephone Etiquettes Mr. Vijay S Paul 

8 (Wo)men in Technical Leadership Ms. Mini Ulanat 

9 Yes or Yes Ms. Sarika Rangani 

10 WIE and SIGHT Activities Dr. Ramalatha Marimuthu 

11 Energy Security and Sustainability Dr. A N Narayan 

12 
IAS Activities and Opportunities 

Mr. Srikanth Vasudevan 

13 Mr. Aneesh 

14 Elderly Friendly Kerala / SIGHT Projects Ms. Annie George 

15 Technical Session by EMBS Mr. Sasi P M 

DAY 3 

16 Astrophysics and Supernovae Mr. Kiran Mohan 

17 Open Forum LINK Team 

 

 

 



 

 

Sessions breakup with respect to focus areas

 

 



 

Goals achieved & Effectiveness 
1. Student outreach & Impact 

a. 420+ first phase registrations 

b. 10% of the student population involved directly in the student congress 

2. Spread & Diversity 

a. Registration from 42 student branches. 

b. Successfully managed to ensure participation of the smaller student 

branches in need of more support. 

c. Enhanced networking opportunities as a result of a more diverse group 

3. IEEE Society Involvement 

a. Involvement of IAS, EMBS and SIGHT  

b. Students are now prepared to utilise their Society  memberships in a 

better fashion. 

4. Focus areas covered 

a. All originally proposed focus areas were covered. 

b. Focus areas covered with equal weightage. 

c. Realistic and accurate picture of all areas presented to the  students. 

5. Inter Student Branch Activities Boosted 

a. Best practises while operating student branches were shared. 

b. Clearer picture regarding the IEEE network, its products and uses were 

given.  

 

 

  

 



 

Detailed Reports     
The IEEE All Kerala Student Congress,2016 was held at MES College of Engineering             

,Kuttipuram from 13 th to 15 th of August.This annual flagship event of IEEE LINK gave              

the selected delegates a platform to contour the elements of volunteerism and            

improve on their managerial skills. 

Day 1  

The registration began by 8:00 am on the        

first day and 215 selected delegates      

representing 42 IEEE student branches     

across the state came in adding colour and        

life to the event.The Inaugural function      

began by 9:30 am with The IEEE Code of         

Ethics delivered by the MES SB Chairman,       

Mr. Aswin Manoj. Then the MES SB Branch        

Counselor Dr. Anzar S.M delivered the      

welcome speech sending out vibes of the very words all had just recited. Dr. Mohd.               

Bedeuzzaman, Vice Principal , MES College      

of Engineering and also an Execom member       

of the IEEE Malabar Subsection delivered      

the Presidential address expressing his joy      

on having the distinguished guests and      

delegates. 

Dr. Suresh Nair , Chair , IEEE Kerala Section         

gave the inaugural address unfolding the      

vigour and splendor of AKSC 2016.Dr. Lillikutty Jacob, Chair , IEEE Malabar            

 



 

Subsection felicitated the gathering bringing in the warmth of the IEEE family.Then            

Prof. C P Muhammad felicitated the gathering expressing his delight in seeing a great              

platform being provided for the students.Mr. sabarinath Pillai,SAC,IEEE Kerala Section          

delivered the vote of thanks.The Inaugural ceremony was wound up by 10:30 am. 

After a refreshment of tea and snacks ,        

the delegates gathered back by 10:45 am to        

attend the first session of the event by Dr         

Suresh Nair, Chair , IEEE Kerala Section on        

Industrial Readiness. The 1 hour long session       

spoke of the importance of being prepared       

for an industry, the various trends and       

requirements of today’s industry .  

At 12 pm began the session by Mr. S         

Gopakumar on the formation of IEEE LINK and        

the evolution of AKSC over the years.This       

session that ended at 1:00 pm provided the        

delegates with an idea about the history of the         

event of which they are now a part . 

After a  

sumptuous lunch the delegates assembled back      

at 2:00 pm for a session by Mr. Sabarinath Pillai,          

SAC IEEE Kerala section. This session helped the        

delegates to understand the structure and      

working of the IEEE Kerala Section.It also helped        

them to understand the various ways in which        

 



 

they could contribute to the activities and working of the Section. 

The session by Mr. Raj Krishna Raj on        

Intellectual Property Rights commenced at 2:45      

pm and gave the delegates an understanding of        

the various possibilities, criterias and procedures      

to protect their ideas and products from being        

duplicated . The delegates refreshed after a 15        

minutes tea break came back at 3:45 am to tune in           

for the session by Mr. Prasant Naidu . This session          

gave the delegates an insight on the importance of doing what they really love and               

aspire for rather than running after the paycheque. The 1 hour long session reminded              

everyone not to take work for granted and to uphold the values of professionalism.              

Next came the session by Mr. Ranjit R Nair on ‘making use of the IEEE platform for                 

studies’ bringing in a wave of vibrancy leaving behind ripples that lasted for the              

whole event.This session threw light on the various resources the students could tap             

to help them go an extra mile in their studies.  

Bringing forth more vigour and fun came the        

gaming session which stretched from 5:30 pm       

to 6:30 pm. 

An extravagant cultural night and dinner that       

came to a halt at 9:00pm marked the end of          

day 1 of AKSC 2016. 

  

 

 



 

Day 2 

After a healthy breakfast ,the delegates gathered       

in at 9:30 am for a session by Mr. Bipin P Thomas .             

The session expanded the outlook of the       

delegates and helped them to understand more       

about IEEE on a global basis and gave an idea          

about the various events conducted worldwide in       

connection with IEEE Day which is celebrated on        

the second Tuesday of October every year. 

The next session which started at 10:00 am was handled by Mr. Vijay S Paul and it                 

looked into’ Email and telephone Etiquettes’.The delegates found this session very           

informative and lively and it was indeed a synonym for infotainment . 

Reminding about the responsibilities as     

professionals came the next session by Ms. Mini        

Ulanat , Chair , IEEE Kochi Subsection which started         

at 10:30 am.The 45 minutes long session on        

‘(Wo)men in Technical Leadership’ spoke of the       

qualities and skills a true leader should posses and         

the importance of walking together with the team in         

order to walk far.The session also focused on the         

ways to grow technically through IEEE.The      

delegates were provided with a 15 minutes tea        

break to warm them up. 

Then came the session by Ms. Sarika Rangini , an          

enthusiastic cooperative trainer, boosting up the      

 



 

energy of the delegates to the next level.She stressed on how important it is to have                

a proper balance of technical knowledge and soft skills in order to become             

successful in today’s highly competitive world. 

After a delicious and relaxing one hour lunch         

break, the delegates gathered back at 2pm for the         

much awaited session by Ms Ramalatha      

Marimuthu.Her experience in organising and     

managing various events and activities inspired      

the young delegates assuring them that the old        

saying ‘ if there is a will, there is a way ‘ is very              

true. After the luscious one hour session came the next session by Dr. A N Narayan                

on ‘ Energy Security and Sustainability’.The session       

reminded that the first step to saving energy is by          

reducing its wastage and that each person has a         

responsibility to contribute towards it.He also      

spoke on the need to switch to green sources of          

energy and gave a brief idea about energy auditing         

and the need for it.After a half an hour tea break at            

4:00 pm , the two parallel tracks of IAS and EMBS           

& SIGHT commenced at 4:30 pm. The IAS track by          

Mr. Sreekanth Vasudevan and Mr. Aneesh helped       

the delegates understand more about the      

activities and opportunities that an IAS member       

can make use of. The session by Ms. Annie George          

focused on the initiative by SIGHT to make the         

state of Kerala Elderly friendly. The EMBS session        

 



 

by Mr. Sasi P M threw light on how fast the technology is advancing today especially                

in the area of medicine and care.The tracks wound up by 6:30 pm. 

 

After a dress up time of one hour the much          

awaited Gala dinner commenced at 7:30 pm.The       

candle lit tables and the soothing music added        

beauty to the night. After an ambrosial dinner,        

the delegates lit lanterns which flew lighting up        

the sky spreading the joy of oneness.The       

appetizing day 2 came to a halt at 9:00 pm. 

 



 

Day 3 

The day 3 began with the flag hoisting at         

9:00 am arousing pride and patriotism in       

the mind of every Indian.The speech by       

Mr Mohd. Bedeuzzaman, Vice Principal ,      

MES College of Engineering reminded     

the duties of an Indian citizen and told the         

students to pledge to serve the country       

better.Right after the Independence Day     

Celebrations  came the photo session capturing the joy and vividness of  AKSC, 2016. 

The session on ‘ Astrophysics &      

Supernovae ‘, handled by Mr. Kiran Mohan       

started at 10 am..It was a very interactive        

session arousing curiosity and interest in      

the minds of the delegates. The final       

session of AKSC ,2016 ,the Open Forum       

which was handled by the LINK team       

commenced at 11:00 am.It provided a      

platform for the students to voice their opinions and suggestions and give feedback             

about the event.After a valedictory from 12:00pm to 1:00pm , the delegates were             

treated with a sapid lunch drawing the curtain of AKSC ,2016. 

  

 



 

 

Budget 
Expenses 

Sl No. Item Amount(in Rs.) 

1 Food 181690 

2 Registration Kits 35140 

3 Accommodation and hospitality 52953 

4 Programme and arrangements 80562 

5 Momentos 5500 

6 Transportation 72430 

7 Miscellaneous  1993 

Total 430268 

 
 

Income 
Sl No. Item Amount(in Rs.) 

1 Registration Amount 266500 

2 Region 10 52800 

3 IEEE Kerala Section 70000 

4 IEEE IAS 33000 

6 College Sponsorship 10000 

Total 432300 

  

 



 

VENUE 
 

 

M.E.S College of Engineering is the first engineering college established under           

the self financing sector in Kerala. It is situated on the beautiful and serene banks of Nila                 

and was established in 1994. Widely acknowledged as one of the premier institutions             

imparting technical education in the state, it has an active IEEE student branch with              

150+ student membership and has shown continued and sustained interest in           

volunteering activities within the Section. 

 

  

 



 

Previous AKSCs 
 

 

AKSC 2015 was held at TKM College of Engineering and Technology, Kollam.            

The event witnessed the active participation of about 200 students from all over the              

state. AKSC’ 15 served as a networking platform for IEEE Students from colleges             

across Kerala to share their ideas with their highly motivated peers from various parts              

of the state. 

 

 



 

 
The College of Engineering, Trivandrum (CET) hosted the IEEE All-Kerala          

Students Congress (AKSC)-2014 from September 26 to 28 .The event was           

inaugurated by Mr. B Ramani, Executive Director of C-DAC. Present on the occasion             

were G. Vijayaraghavan : Kerala State Planning Board Member,Mr. Deepak Garg : IEEE             

Computer Society, India Council chairman , Dr Sheela S. : Principal, CET , Srinivasan R:               

IEEE Kerala Section Chairman , and Anil Kumar C.V. : IEEE Kerala Section Student              

Activities vice-chair. 

 



 

 

About IEEE LINK 
LINK (Local Integrated Network of Kerala) is an innovative concept that originated            

in IEEE Kerala Section.It aims to network student branches in an effective way,             

thereby increasing the value in IEEE Student membership. Since its inception, LINK            

has achieved tremendous results, causing an exponential increase in student          

activities in IEEE Kerala Section. 

About IEEE Kerala Section 
IEEE Kerala Section, with its 5800+ student members is one of the most vibrant              

communities in the ranks of IEEE. The Section ensures growth of technical prowess,             

managerial skills and volunteering spirit among its members. The constant efforts put            

in by the professional and student members of Kerala Section, resulted in it winning              

the Outstanding Large Section Award in 2015. 

 

 


